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Fisotracks is the major single player soundtrack for the role-playing video game by Slacker Creations. Based on the accompanying soundtrack CD, the Fisotracks series was the result of months of recording and mixing of the music to give a powerful
soundtrack experience that can be listened to outside the game. Seven different artists are represented on the CD: Ivan Reshetnyov ("Devil Spirit") is the single composer of the soundtrack. Ivan Reshetnyov's tracks are based around the theme of "Spirits
of Ice" and "Spirits of the Legend." Tracks 2-4 represent the music of the "Avante" (Beyond the Range) region and the "Endless Wind" area. Track 5 represents the music from the "Endless Wind" region (the Fortress), while Tracks 6-7 represent the music
from the "Días del Fin" (Days of the End) region. The first track is composed by John R1se from the "Master of Iron" (Ironman) region. The second track is composed by Exaige from the "King of Knots" (Knot King) region. Players of the game who have
completed the game will receive a bonus track (Track 8) when they purchase the soundtrack CD and a limited edition white vinyl LP on the Maxi-Single Series. DLC: This DLC contains themes for BATTLEFIELD ONLINE. System Requirements: Windows PC 4
GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM, HD space of 60 GB or higher, 300 MB of free hard disk space required for installation. Other Requirements: To use the game you will require a broadband connection or a modem that has WLAN enabled and a wireless adapter. Game
Requirements: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Game requires a processor in the range of Intel Core i3 and Intel Core i5. Processor model may vary by game requirements. 4 GB RAM DirectX: Version 11 Internet connection required to play the
game. Terms and Conditions: The use of this game is subject to the Cygnus Media & Entertainment Inc. User Agreement, Copyright and Trademark Information. Users must agree to accept and comply with the User Agreement in order to use this game.
TRS MP3 Music: TRS MP3 Music is a copyrighted, trademarked, multi-territory copyright and trade mark

Features Key:
Become a Private investigator in 1920s Seattle
Discover and investigation in the town of Seattle during the Great Depression
Meet and interact with personalities from the city such as Lulu, Queenie Soo, Duke Goss, Velma and Sam Angstrom
Play as one of six Private investigators with unique personalities.

Emerald City Confidential™
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